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a uring the Lunar New Year holidays, both the outbound
 and inbound industries were thriving. The levy income

for January and February was up by 25% over the same period of
last year, no less. Although the increase in inbound tour groups
was not as impressive, it still met expectations. But the truly ter-
rific news is: outbound and inbound complaints dropped sharply.

It seems the many measures implemented by the TIC have
begun to take effect as far as the inbound industry is concerned.
For instance, some inbound traders were unwilling to distribute,
as required by Directive No. 156, detailed itinerary information
to mainland visitors in the beginning, but they now gladly follow
it after realising there are less disputes with the visitors. There
are, however, some traders found to have imposed a "tour-
departure fee" on visitors, which the TIC will never tolerate and
already prohibited in 2002 (see Directive No. 109).

As for the outbound trade, some advertisements and itin-
eraries are not clear and precise, with the result that travellers
become confused; it is hoped members will change such a practice.
The Board has just issued a directive to forbid members to
unilaterally cancel air tickets already paid for by travellers
(see Directive No. 157), in order to provide better protec-
tion for travellers who only buy air tickets and to make them
have confidence in every travel agent.

The TIC Ticketing Committee is now studying whether the
International Air Transport Association (IATA) has followed proper
procedures when passing the resolution relating to the same-
day voiding policy. The TIC hopes that IATA will, apart from
strictly following proper procedures, thoroughly consult travel
agents when passing any resolutions in order that its poli-
cies can be smoothly implemented.

The recent High Court judgement in the case involving an
outbound tour accident has made members deeply concerned.
Early last year, the TIC commissioned Aon Hong Kong Limited to
carry out the Research Project on Risk Management for the Travel
Industry, which is about to be completed. The TIC will then hold a
series of seminars to make sure members understand how to
manage different kinds of risks in their operation. 
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